1. Lead Line (Awards to All - NO ENTRY FEE)
2. Open Mountain Horse on Halter
3. KMSHA/SMHA Juvenile Country Trail Pleasure (17 & Under) (No Stallions)
4. RMHA Show Pleasure Mares & Geldings
5. RMHA Youth Trail Pleasure (17 & Under) (No Stallions)
6. KMSHA/SMHA - AOT / Amateur Country Trail Pleasure
7. RMHA Trail Pleasure Mares & Geldings
8. KMSHA/SMHA - AOT / Amateur Classic Pleasure
9. RMHA Trail Pleasure Stallions
10. RMHA Juvenile Show Pleasure (17 & Under) (No Stallions)
11. KMSHA/SMHA Open Country Trail Pleasure
12. RMHA Show Pleasure Stallions
13. RMHA Open Country Trail Pleasure
14. KMSHA/SMHA Open Classic Pleasure
15. Open Youth (17 & Under) (No Stallions) Mountain Horse

(STICK HORSE CLASS - NO FEE)

********15 MINUTE INTERMISSION********

16. KMSHA/SMHA Juvenile Classic Pleasure (17 & Under) (No Stallions)
17. KMSHA/SMHA - AOT/Amateur Trail Pleasure
18. RMHA Youth Country Trail Pleasure (17 & Under) (No Stallions)
19. Open 14.3 & Under Mountain Horse
20. KMSHA/SMHA Juvenile Trail Pleasure (17 & Under) (No Stallions)
21. RMHA Amateur Show Pleasure
22. KMSHA/SMHA Open Trail Pleasure
23. Open 2-3 year Old Show/Classic Pleasure Mountain Horse
24. RMHA Amateur Trail Pleasure
25. Open Youth (17 & Under) Championship (No Stallions)
26. RMHA Amateur Country Trail Pleasure
27. Open Mountain Horse Stake & Championship

**PREMIUMS & ENTRY FEES **
REGULAR CLASSES - $40, $30, $20, $10 Ribbon (ENTRY FEE $20.00)
CHAMPIONSHIP CLASSES - $100, $75, $50, $25, Ribbon (ENTRY FEE $30.00)

• CLASS “B” ROCKY MOUNTAIN SHOW
• KMSHA/SMHA REGIONAL FUN SHOW
• DO NOT have to show or qualify in previous class to enter Championship Classes
• ALL Entries in Classes MUST Produce Registration
• Entries MUST Comply with Shoeing Requirements of Breed. Shoes WILL BE CHECKED in Warm-Up Ring Prior to Each Class.
• NEGATIVE COGGINS REQUIRED.
• Anyone on Federal Disqualification cannot transport horses to the show and cannot participate in this show except as a spectator. Show Management must also direct any apparent violators on disqualification to the spectator area.

Langley Franklin, SHOW MGR.
Phone: (606) 743-4415, Home / (606) 794-0350, Cell
Email: gwfrank@mrtc.com
Facebook: West Liberty Kiwanis Club